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Abstract21

Large Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GICs) pose a risk to ground based infras-22

tructure such as power networks. Large GICs may be induced when the rate of change of23

the ground magnetic field is significantly elevated. We assess the ability of three different24

machine learning model architectures to process the time history of the incoming solar25

wind and provide a probabilistic forecast as to whether the rate of change of the ground26

magnetic field will exceed specific high thresholds at a location in the UK. The three27

models tested represent feed forward, convolutional and recurrent neural networks.28

We find all three models are reliable and skillful, with Brier skill scores, ROC scores29

and PR scores of approximately 0.25, 0.95 and 0.45, respectively. When evaluated during30

two example magnetospheric storms we find that all scores increase significantly, indicat-31

ing that the models work better during active intervals. The models perform excellently32

through the majority of the storms, however they do not fully capture the ground response33

around the initial sudden commencements. We attribute this to the use of propagated34

solar wind data not allowing the models notice to forecast impulsive phenomenon.35

Increasing the volume of solar wind data provided to the models does not produce36

appreciable increases in model performance, possibly due to the fixed model structures and37

limited training data. However, increasing the horizon of the forecast from 30 minutes to38

3 hours increases the performance of the models, presumably as the models need not be as39

precise about timing.40

Plain Language Summary41

Geomagnetically Induced Currents are external electrical currents that can be cre-42

ated in power lines and pipe networks as a result of variability in near-Earth space. GICs43

are likely to be created when the ground magnetic field is changing rapidly. We test three44

different machine learning models to see whether they can predict if the ground magnetic45

field at a site in the UK is going to be highly variable in the future. We find that the46

models all perform excellently, providing useful forecasts as to when the rate of change of47

the magnetic field will be elevated.48

1 Introduction49

Geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) are a primary space weather hazard,50

caused by intense dynamical processes in near-Earth space. The generation of GICs in51

grounded infrastructure, such as pipelines or power networks, can damage components52

during intervals of exceptionally large GICs (e.g. Bolduc, 2002; Kappenman, 2005; Ra-53

jput et al., 2020). Some of the risks associated with large GICs may be mitigated with54

sufficient warning, and so forecasting when such intervals are likely to occur is a critical55

endeavor.56

Space weather events that generate extremely large GICs are thankfully rare. How-57

ever, the rarity of these events coupled with the relative sparsity of direct GIC measure-58

ments means that a proxy measurement is often necessary to provide a sufficient historical59

dataset with which to train advanced forecasting models. The magnitude of GICs is pre-60

dominantly dependent upon three factors: (1) the rate of change of the magnetic field, (2)61

the local subsurface conductivity and (3) the relative geometry and properties of the in-62

frastructure (Thomson et al., 2005; Boteler, 2014; Beggan, 2015; Viljanen et al., 2013; Mac63

Manus et al., 2017; Divett et al., 2018). Because of the dependence upon the geology and64

the local field variations, significantly different driving electric fields or GICs have been ob-65

served on geographical scales below ∼ 100 km (e.g. Ngwira et al., 2015; Bedrosian & Love,66

2015; Dimmock et al., 2020). Overall however, larger rates of change of the magnetic field67

tend to be linked to larger GICs (Bolduc et al., 1998; Mac Manus et al., 2017; Rodger et68

al., 2017). For this reason, and the relative abundance of magnetometer observations, the69

rate of the change of the magnetic field has been used extensively as a proxy measurement70

to allow statistical investigation of how and when GICs may occur (e.g. Viljanen et al.,71
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2001; Turnbull et al., 2009; Thomson et al., 2011; Carter et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2017;72

Oliveira et al., 2018; Freeman et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2020).73

Physically, there are a multitude of different processes in near-Earth space that can74

result in large variations in the magnetic field (as measured on the ground), and conse-75

quently GICs (e.g. Rogers et al., 2020; Tsurutani & Hajra, 2021). These processes are76

ultimately driven by the interaction between the incident solar wind and its coupling to77

the magnetosphere. Some processes are an almost instantaneous response to structures in78

the solar wind, while others require specific conditions, such as the interplanetary magnetic79

field to be directed southward, potentially for an extended period of time.80

The fastest physical response to the solar wind is found during Sudden Commence-81

ments (SCs) (Curto et al., 2007). These sharp, predominantly northward deflections of82

the ground magnetic field are observed globally, and are related to rapid increases in solar83

wind dynamic pressure at the nose of the magnetosphere, the impact of a solar wind inter-84

planetary shock for example (Lühr et al., 2009; Takeuchi et al., 2002). The morphological85

signature of an SC is complex, with particularly strong latitudinal variations (Araki,86

1994; Shinbori et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2021). At low latitudes, ground observations are87

dominated by a compressional signature that maximises at noon and decreases towards88

midnight (Russell et al., 1992). Meanwhile at higher latitudes the compressional compo-89

nent couples to shear Alfvén waves and field aligned resonances (Southwood & Kivelson,90

1990). While the magnitude of the SC deflection has been found to increase with latitude91

(Fiori et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2021), significant associated GICs have been recorded at92

mid and low latitudes (Kappenman, 2003; Beland & Small, 2004; Marshall et al., 2012;93

Zhang et al., 2015; Carter et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2017).94

SCs are often driven by the interplanetary shock that precedes a Coronal Mass Ejec-95

tion (CME) or Corotating Interaction Region (CIR) (Kilpua et al., 2015). CMEs are large96

eruptions of solar material that explode through the solar system (e.g. Chen, 2011; Webb97

& Howard, 2012; Kilpua et al., 2017). In contrast, CIRs are found at the interface between98

fast and slow solar wind streams (see reviews by Gosling & Pizzo, 1999; Richardson, 2018).99

CMEs and their associated structure may create an interval of particularly strong coupling100

between the solar wind and magnetosphere known as a geomagnetic storm, and driving101

dynamics such as substorms (Akasofu & Chao, 1980; Brueckner et al., 1998; Gonzalez et102

al., 1994; Yue et al., 2010). If an SC is followed by a geomagnetic storm then it may be103

termed a Storm Sudden Commencement (SSC), while if it is not then it may be termed104

a Sudden Impulse (SI) (Curto et al., 2007). In contrast to impulsive phenomena such as105

SCs, which are driven by rapid changes in the solar wind, magnetospheric storms and106

substorms depend on the hysteresis of the coupled solar wind and magnetospheric system.107

Geomagnetic substorms are cycles of energy storage and release in the magne-108

tosphere. Typically there are considered to be three substorm phases: (1) the growth109

phase during which time energy is stored in the magnetotail magnetic field and plasma110

(McPherron, 1970); (2) the expansion phase in which the energy is explosively released;111

(3) the recovery phase where the system returns to its quiescent configuration (Akasofu,112

1964). The growth phase lasts of the order of an hour, during which time the Interplane-113

tary Magnetic Field (IMF) configuration must be conducive to reconnection at the dayside114

magnetopause (Li et al., 2013). The explosive expansion phase the lasts for around 15115

- 30 minutes (Forsyth et al., 2015), starting with rapid increases in auroral brightness116

(Voronkov et al., 2003) and enhanced ULF (Ultra-Low Frequency) wave activity (Rae et117

al., 2012; Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt, & Murphy, 2020; Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt, Mur-118

phy, & Mann, 2020). In the magnetosphere, magnetotail currents are diverted into the119

ionosphere through field aligned currents (see reviews by Kepko et al., 2015; Milan et al.,120

2017), enhancing the high latitude auroral electrojets and resulting in sharp deflections of121

the ground magnetic field (Akasofu & Chapman, 1961; Davis & Sugiura, 1966; McPherron122

et al., 1973; Mann et al., 2008; Forsyth et al., 2018). Timescales for the response of the123

field aligned currents and ground magnetic field perturbations to the solar wind have been124

found to depend strongly on geographical location, and range between 10 minutes and sev-125

eral hours (Coxon et al., 2019; Shore et al., 2018). Finally, the recovery phase can last for126

several hours, and is characterized by fading auroral brightness, omega bands, reductions127

in ULF wave activity and weakening auroral currents. Generally, the dynamic auroral128

currents in the expansion phase are associated with some of the strongest ground magnetic129

field deflections (Viljanen et al., 2006; Turnbull et al., 2009; Thomson et al., 2011; Free-130

man et al., 2019). At high geomagnetic latitudes in Canada (above ∼ 65◦), Engebretson et131
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al. (2021) recently found that most periods of rapid magnetic variability occurred within132

30 minutes of substorm onset, though a substorm in itself was not a necessary nor suffi-133

cient condition to predict elevated magnetic variability.134

Like substorms, geomagnetic storms have a series of three phases: the initial phase135

when the CME shock impacts the magnetosphere (the SSC), the main phase and recovery136

phase (Gonzalez et al., 1994). However in contrast to substorms, the main and recovery137

phases generally last for hours to days. Storms are characterized by a global disturbance138

in the geomagnetic field: an enhancement in the ring current, located about ∼ 4 − 7 RE139

(1 RE = 6371 km) from the Earth (Daglis et al., 1999), generates a magnetic field that140

opposes the background geomagnetic field. Though geomagnetic storms are often broadly141

cited as a cause of severe space weather, there are numerous physical processes that occur142

during the extended intervals of strong coupling between the solar wind and magneto-143

sphere. Examples of these physical process include the SSC at the start of the storm (e.g.144

Rodger et al., 2017; Clilverd et al., 2018), substorms that occur during the main and re-145

covery phases (e.g. Pulkkinen et al., 2003, 2015; Viljanen et al., 2006; Ngwira et al., 2015,146

2018; Dimmock et al., 2019), and ULF pulsations (e.g. Heyns et al., 2020). Such magnetic147

ULF waves with periods of between 2.5 and 10 minutes, termed Pc5 waves (Jacobs et al.,148

1964), may be observed in the post-noon sector as a result of the Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-149

bility operating on the dusk flank (Mann et al., 1999; Rae et al., 2005), or related to the150

impact of an interplanetary shock (Zhang et al., 2010).151

The UK is located at mid magnetic latitudes (∼ 48 − 58◦), which corresponds to152

an interesting location regarding the phenomena which can generate large geomagnetic153

fluctuations. Studies utilizing extreme value statistics have shown that these approximate154

latitudes may be susceptible to some of the largest rates of change of the field at 100155

year return levels (Thomson et al., 2011; Wintoft et al., 2016; Rogers et al., 2020). This156

is likely related to unusually large extensions of the auroral oval and associated currents157

during extreme events. More generally, Freeman et al. (2019) found that just over 50%158

of extreme geomagnetic perturbations in the UK (above the 99.97th percentile) were as-159

sociated with the substorm expansion and recovery phases. This suggests that models of160

the geomagnetic field fluctuations in the UK must be able to account for substorm activ-161

ity. Meanwhile, Smith et al. (2019) found that ≤ 10% of large field perturbations (above162

∼ 50 nTmin−1) in the UK were associated with SCs, and that this fraction decreased dra-163

matically towards the more northerly parts of the UK. However there remained a strong164

link between SCs and strong geomagnetic activity in the days that follow. Therefore we165

might expect that models forecasting UK ground variability would pick up SC-like activity166

as an indicator that future activity may be likely.167

Given the variety of mechanisms that can generate significant ground magnetic168

field variability, in order to forecast large rates of change of the magnetic field any model169

must be able to skillfully incorporate information about the time history of the incident170

solar wind. These processes also vary depending on the latitude and local time. In the171

last 5-to-10 years machine learning methods have been increasingly used to study and172

forecast space weather phenomena (e.g. see review by Camporeale, 2019). Often this has173

taken the form of forecasting a geomagnetic index (Liemohn et al., 2018), for example174

the Sym-H (Siciliano et al., 2020; Bhaskar & Vichare, 2019), Dst/Est (Chandorkar et al.,175

2017; Kugblenu et al., 1999; Lethy et al., 2018; Lundstedt et al., 2002; Wu & Lundstedt,176

1996; Gruet et al., 2018; Wintoft & Wik, 2018; Tasistro-Hart et al., 2021) or Kp indices177

(Zhelavskaya et al., 2019; Ji et al., 2013; Tan et al., 2018; Wing et al., 2005; Wintoft et al.,178

2017). Models have also been produced that aim to predict phenomena such as ionospheric179

current systems (Kunduri et al., 2020), geomagnetic storms (Chakraborty & Morley, 2020),180

substorms (Maimaiti et al., 2019) or SSCs (Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Oliveira, et al., 2020).181

On a local level, studies have also looked at forecasting the geomagnetic perturbations at182

magnetometer stations (Wintoft et al., 2015; Camporeale et al., 2020; Keesee et al., 2020).183

These geomagnetic perturbations have been shown to be difficult to forecast directly, us-184

ing either physics based or empirical models (Pulkkinen et al., 2013) or machine learning185

techniques (Keesee et al., 2020), however it has been shown that models can skillfully186

forecast when the perturbations will exceed pre-determined levels (Pulkkinen et al., 2013;187

Camporeale et al., 2020), or the maximum perturbation (Tóth et al., 2014). For opera-188

tional purposes, predicting the exact perturbation amplitudes may not be necessary since189

there is generally a threshold level at which the risk is deemed sufficiently high to warrant190

remedial action.191
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In this work we will examine the ability of several different machine learning archi-192

tectures to produce skillful probabilistic forecasts of the ground magnetic perturbations193

in the UK exceeding set values. Section 2 will describe the data, models and model eval-194

uation methods. Section 3 will first discuss the overall performance of the models when195

applied to an unseen two year interval, before qualitatively demonstrating the models196

during an example storm for a single combination of input data window, magnetic field197

variability threshold and forecast horizon. The results of the three models for all ground198

magnetic field variability thresholds will then be qualitatively discussed for two example199

magnetospheric storms. The corresponding metrics achieved by the models during these200

storm periods will then be quantitatively assessed. Next, the impact of changing the vol-201

ume of solar wind input provided to the models, and the horizon with which the forecast202

is made will be evaluated. Finally, Section 4 will further discuss the performance of the203

models, as well as the implications for forecasting ground magnetic field variability and204

future development.205

2 Data, Method and Models206

In this section we will outline the input data used to train our machine learning207

models, the pre-processing and preparation applied to these datasets, the metrics whereby208

model performance is measured and validated, and the models to be tested.209

2.1 Input Data210

For this work we drive the models using data obtained upstream of the Earth at211

L1. To maximize the homogeneity and continuity of the data, we use the OMNI database212

(http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/omniweb/). To produce the OMNI data, the spacecraft data213

obtained at L1 is post-processed and propagated to the bow shock, negating most of the214

requirement to consider applying time-lags to the data (c.f. Wintoft et al., 2015). The215

OMNI data has been used with success in other similar forecasting studies (e.g. Keesee et216

al., 2020). We use one minute resolution data for this work.217

We manually select variables (or features) from the OMNI dataset to describe the218

solar wind at L1. We do not select multi-variable quantities such as the dynamic pres-219

sure or convection electric field as the models will already have the composite informa-220

tion in some form. We select those features that are often represented in solar wind-221

magnetosphere coupling functions (e.g. Perreault & Akasofu, 1978; Milan et al., 2012),222

specifically we use: the solar wind velocity, density, magnetic field components in the GSM223

system (Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric) and magnetic field magnitude. The inclusion of224

other available variables less commonly included in coupling functions (e.g. temperature)225

were tested and not found to increase the skill of the models, and so they were discarded.226

Importantly, our variables could all be provided in near-real time from spacecraft at L1,227

although we note that there are differences between the OMNI and real-time data, not228

least the fact that the OMNI data is propagated to the bow shock.229

In addition to the OMNI data, we also need to provide as an input the location at230

which the ‘ground truth’ magnetic field variability has been collected. The latitude con-231

sidered by the model is set by the magnetometer station used for ground comparison, any232

local effects are also included by the choice of ground station. If forecasts were needed233

for a different latitude, then a new station could be selected. However, we do need to in-234

clude the magnetic local time (MLT) of the station as an input as this will cyclically vary235

over time. We transform the MLT of the station from a linear variable with a jump at236

midnight (i.e. m= 0 - 24) to a pair of continuous cyclical variables:237

M1 =sin

(
2πm

24

)
;M2 =cos

(
2πm

24

)
(1)

Similar such transformations have been used in previous studies of phenomena that238

depend on MLT (e.g. Bentley et al., 2020). In total therefore there are eight features pro-239

vided to the models, six describing the solar wind properties and two for the MLT of the240
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station. We also wish to provide the models with the time history of the solar wind. In241

principle, this can be either done by providing the time series data to the models explicitly242

and letting the model learn the most important information (e.g. Kunduri et al., 2020),243

or by using features that describe the variability in a time window (e.g. Camporeale et244

al., 2020). In this work we provide the time history explicitly, testing the ability of several245

different neural network architectures to extract the important and necessary information246

from the rich input data. Effectively, we provide an input matrix of shape (∆T,8), where247

∆T is the length of the input window in minutes, and 8 is the number of features. In248

this work we test the performance of the models using different lengths of input window,249

selecting either 30 minutes, 1 or 2 hours of historical data.250

We note here that we do not include the prior ground magnetic field variability as251

an input, which would allow the models to develop some form of persistence forecast. We252

do this as we wish to assess how the models are processing the solar wind data and in-253

ferring the strength of the myriad of magnetospheric processes described above. In the254

future, better model skill could likely be achieved through the inclusion of local data,255

such as the ground field variability, or through more global parameters such as indices256

which would indicate the current state of the magnetospheric system. Additionally, whilst257

we have selected the OMNI data for the basis of this investigation, were similar models258

to be used in an operational space weather capacity then care would need to be taken259

transitioning to real-time solar wind data obtained at L1.260

2.2 Output Data Processing261

For this work we create and evaluate probabilistic forecasts of whether the rate of262

change of the ground magnetic field in the UK will exceed a given threshold. We have263

chosen to create this forecast for the LER (Lerwick) magnetometer station, as it is the264

highest latitude magnetometer station in the UK and generally sees the greatest rates of265

change of the magnetic field of the three UK INTERMAGNET stations (e.g. Freeman et266

al., 2019). The LER station is located at a geomagnetic latitude of 57.85◦ and a longitude267

of 81.15, and so is most comparable to the mid latitude stations considered by Pulkkinen268

et al. (2013) and Tóth et al. (2014), and also to the Ottawa station considered by Keesee269

et al. (2020).270

We define R, the rate of change of the magnetic field, as the rate of change of the271

horizontal magnetic field vector as follows (where X and Y are the northward and east-272

wards components of the magnetic field respectively):273

R=
δH

δt
=

√
[X(t+δt)−X(t)]2 +[Y (t+δt)−Y (t)]2

δt
(2)

This definition has been used in the past as a proxy for GICs as it captures direc-274

tional changes in the field which could be significant (Viljanen et al., 2001; Freeman et275

al., 2019; Smith et al., 2019). In this work we are interested in forecasting whether R276

will exceed predefined thresholds in the future. We follow Pulkkinen et al. (2013), who277

evaluated a series of models using similar thresholds of ground magnetic field variability.278

These levels are placed at: 18,42,66 and 90 nTmin−1, accounting for the different cadence279

of the observations (c.f. Pulkkinen et al., 2013). We then can structure the forecast as a280

binary classification problem, positive if the threshold is exceeded, and negative if not.281

Specifically we train the models to produce a probabilistic output to the classification282

problem.283

We consider the time horizon with which we train the models to predict elevated284

R. This involves looking ahead at each time step to determine if the threshold of R is ex-285

ceeded within TH minutes, where TH is our forecast horizon. If the threshold is exceeded,286

then the ground truth is classified as a “positive” event in the data set. As discussed287

above, the maximum possible length of this horizon will depend on the processes that288

drive the elevated rates of change of the ground magnetic field. Previous works have con-289

sidered a fixed forecast horizon of 20 minutes, finding this to be a good balance between290

phenomena (e.g. Tóth et al., 2014; Camporeale et al., 2020). Others have considered dif-291

ferent horizons, for example Wintoft et al. (2015) considered a horizon of 30 minutes.292
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However, we note that this was using data directly from L1, and so also included the293

travel time between the spacecraft and the magnetopause, meaning that in practice the294

time horizon was very short. In this work we investigate a series of horizons, choosing295

30 minutes, 3 hours and 12 hours. These correspond approximately to the substorm ex-296

pansion phase, an approximate substorm length and the main phase of a geomagnetic297

storm, respectively (e.g. Forsyth et al., 2015; Walach & Grocott, 2019). In this way we298

are asking whether the models can predict these large scale coupling processes in advance,299

and whether they will cause large magnetic perturbations at the latitude and MLT of the300

magnetometer station. These horizons are longer than those previously considered in the301

literature, because from an operational perspective as large a warning period as possible302

would be preferable.303

2.3 Data Preparation304

To create an effective ML model it must be trained using a well structured dataset.305

For training to identify temporal features, samples should be continuous, and of same306

shape and resolution to create an accurate model. The OMNI dataset is noted to have307

dropouts, particularly in the plasma data (e.g. Keesee et al., 2020). Some of these308

dropouts are due to saturation of the instruments during extreme conditions, an unfor-309

tunate circumstance that should be mitigated in future space weather missions (Nicolaou310

et al., 2020). Many of these data gaps are very short, of the order of minutes, and so to311

maximize the volume of training data we employ linear interpolation to fill small data312

gaps smaller than 15 minutes (e.g. Wintoft et al., 2015). This is particularly significant if313

two hours of continuous data are required to produce an output, as in our longest input314

window. In this regard, providing single numbers to describe the conditions or variability315

(e.g. RMS, Range) could be advantageous (e.g. Camporeale et al., 2020), however poten-316

tially important information could be lost unless the most significant measures are used.317

Most of the data drop outs at L1 are in the plasma data, and so some models have been318

trained that use only the magnetic field data. This allows a model, albeit with more lim-319

ited performance, to perform predictions when the requisite plasma data is not available320

(e.g. Wintoft et al., 2015). These show reduced performance, but allow forecasting when it321

would otherwise not be possible. Though this is an excellent method, we do not employ it322

in this study as we wish to evaluate how the models can process the data and determine323

the coupling and driving of the magnetospheric system. We limit our data set to those324

intervals with both magnetic field and plasma data, noting that data gaps smaller than 15325

minutes have been filled through linear interpolation.326

It is also important to consider the scale and range of data with which we are pre-327

senting the models. Each feature has its own distinct mean and range; for example the328

velocity will vary between values of the order of hundreds of kms−1, while the density will329

vary from several cm−3 to tens of cm−3. To prevent any single variable from dominating330

the numerical models, as a result of the nature of the units and order of magnitude of331

the measurement, we scale the values of each feature independently using the mean and332

standard deviation of that feature. This effectively normalizes the values such that each333

feature now has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.334

2.4 Metrics335

In this work we are producing probabilistic forecasts, and we can use a series of met-336

rics to evaluate the reliability and skill of these predictions. Previous space physics and337

space weather studies have used metrics such as the ROC and Brier Skill Scores (Azari et338

al., 2018; Crown, 2012; Forsyth et al., 2020; Leka et al., 2019; Murray et al., 2017; Smith,339

Rae, Forsyth, Oliveira, et al., 2020), which have a strong heritage in terrestrial weather340

forecasting.341

The Brier Skill Score (BSS) is a measure of the calibration of the probabilities, com-342

pared to a reference prediction. The Brier Score (BS) represents the mean square of the343

probability error in the predictions (Brier, 1950):344
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BS=
1

N

N∑
i=1

(ρi−ai)2 (3)

where N is the number of events, ρi is the probabilistic forecast for event i and ai is345

the corresponding observation (zero or one). The BS can vary between zero for a perfect346

forecast (i.e. the model predicts zero or one as required) and one for a completely incor-347

rect forecast (i.e. the model always predicts the opposite outcome). The BSS compares the348

BS of the model to a reference forecast (BSRef ):349

BSS=
BSRef −BSModel

BSRef
(4)

The BSS will be 1 for a perfect forecast, zero if the predictions are comparable to350

the reference forecast, and negative if the model performs worse than the reference. As351

is often the case, here we compare to climatology: the forecast probability is simply the352

fraction of data represented by the positive class.353

We note here that a perfectly reliable model need not forecast 100% probabilities for354

all positive events, but over the full dataset when it estimates a 0.5 probability it should355

identify the positive class 50% of the time. Because of this, while the BSS is a good mea-356

sure of the reliability of a probabilistic forecast, it is most useful when coupled with a357

metric that describes the skill of the model; one that describes how well the model can358

separate the positive and negative classes. Classification problems often use a contingency359

table to evaluate the skill of their results: a table of true positives (TP), true negatives360

(TN), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN). Metrics can then use combinations of361

these categories to create a single statistic. When dealing with probabilistic predictions362

such contingency tables can be evaluated as a function of probability for event acceptance.363

A common and useful metric for evaluating the skill of a probabilistic model is the364

ROC (Receiver-Operator Characteristic) (Swets, 1988). It is a comparison between the365

false positive rate (1 − TN/(TN + FP )) against the true positive rate (TP/(TP + FN)) as366

the threshold for event acceptance is increased. The ROC score is a method of quantifying367

the idea that a skillful model should maximize its hit rate before encountering significant368

false alarms. The ROC score is measured between zero and 1, with 1 representing perfect369

skill and 0.5 the equivalent of randomly forecasting a coin toss (Zweig & Campbell, 1993).370

However, we note that our data set is imbalanced, with many fewer positive events (for371

which the threshold of variability is exceeded within the forecast horizon) than negative372

events. In fact, the thresholds we test in this work are all above the 99th percentile of373

variability at LER. This imbalance is somewhat mitigated by the use of the forecast hori-374

zon in this work, effectively extending the positive class for greater intervals. However,375

even in the most favorable combination of parameters (threshold = 18 nTmin−1, forecast376

horizon = 720 min) the positive class only accounts for ∼ 6% of the data. When dealing377

with imbalanced data sets high ROC scores can be achieved whilst the minority class is378

not well identified. For this scenario, and particularly where the positive (and minority)379

class is important, a metric such as the PR (Precision-Recall) score which focuses on380

evaluating the positive class can be an excellent choice. The PR score is calculated in a381

similar manner to the ROC score, where the threshold for event acceptance is adjusted,382

but now the precision (TP/(TP+FP )) and recall (TP/(TP+FN)) of the model are tested383

(e.g. Jonas et al., 2018). We note that a model which maximizes the ROC score may not384

maximize the PR score (Davis & Goadrich, 2006).385

We derive uncertainties in the BSS, ROC and PR scores by bootstrapping the test386

data set (e.g. Yousef et al., 2005). The provided uncertainties are the 95% confidence387

intervals returned by performing randomized bootstrapping with replacement 100 times.388

This enables a robust comparison between the different models and input choices. We note389

that though we do not present the results of multiple independently trained models, the390

chosen bootstrapping method well represented the variation observed by different training391

runs.392
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2.5 Cross Validation393

We use the data between 1996 and 2016, covering almost two solar cycles, to train394

and validate the models. We use the years 2003 to 2014 to train the models, with the395

years 1996 - 2002 used as a validation set. This leaves 2015 and 2016 as an unseen test396

data set from which we can report our performance metrics. The division between the397

train, validation and test sets has been done with the aim of creating continuous sets with398

an approximate 70/20/10 fractional data split, while also maintaining as even a propor-399

tion of large R between the sets as possible. The distribution of R in the three subsets is400

shown in Figure A1 in Appendix A. We also shuffle the data during training to ensure the401

models see a variety of different conditions between model updates. The shuffling is per-402

formed when generating the batches for model training, i.e. in such a way that preserves403

the temporal sequence for each prediction. Unfortunately, the splitting does mean that404

only one storm from the Welling et al. (2018) evaluation set is found in the Test data set:405

the storm of 17th March 2015. However, we will show results from the application of our406

models to this storm.407

We note that when we perform the scaling of each feature based on their mean and408

standard deviation we only use data from the Training set in order to determine the scal-409

ing parameters. This ensures that the Test set is completely unseen by the models before410

being used to assess their performance.411

2.6 Models412

Neural network models have been shown to perform admirably at classification, re-413

gression and forecasting tasks in the fields of space plasma physics and space weather (e.g.414

Bortnik et al., 2016; Lethy et al., 2018; Wintoft et al., 2017; Clausen & Nickisch, 2018;415

James et al., 2020; Bakrania et al., 2020; Garton et al., 2021; Zhelavskaya et al., 2021;416

McGranaghan et al., 2020; Bloch et al., 2021). For space weather forecasting in particu-417

lar, models can be structured to have a “memory” of the preceding solar wind conditions418

(Kugblenu et al., 1999; Bhaskar & Vichare, 2019). This has typically been done through419

the use of recurrent layers (Wu & Lundstedt, 1996; Tan et al., 2018; Gruet et al., 2018;420

Keesee et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020), or by using filters on the historical data to extract421

important information, convolution layers for example (Siciliano et al., 2020; Kunduri et422

al., 2020).423

In this study we compare and contrast three different model architectures using424

Keras and TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015). The properties of the networks were deter-425

mined using an iterative testing regime, making incremental adjustments of the number of426

layers, neurons, dropout and regularization and comparing the subsequent performance.427

First, we assess a “Dense” model with a series of two hidden layers, the first with 32 neu-428

rons and the second with 16. The activation function for these layers is a rectified linear429

unit (“ReLU”). To prevent overfitting an L2 regularization (factor of 0.001) is used, as430

well as intermediate dropout layers (at a rate of 0.2). No dropout is applied on the input431

layer. There is a final layer of a single neuron that uses the sigmoid activation function432

to enable a probabilistic output. We note that the input for this model is not a matrix of433

shape (∆T,8), but instead is a flattened input of shape (∆T ∗8), similar to the approach of434

Garton et al. (2021).435

Second, we test a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approach. The initial con-436

volutional layer has 64 filters, and this is followed by two Dense layers with 32 and 16437

neurons, with a final output layer consisting of a single neuron. Again, the activation for438

these layers is the ReLU function, apart from the final layer which uses a sigmoid function.439

L2 regularization (factor of 0.001) and intermediate dropout layers (rate of 0.3) are also440

used to prevent overfitting.441

Third, we test a recurrent neural network. Specifically we use an initial Gated442

Recurrent Unit (GRU) layer with 32 units. A GRU is similar to the popular Long Short-443

Term Memory unit (LSTM: Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997); e.g. Keesee et al. (2020)),444

but has fewer trainable parameters (Cho et al., 2014) and comparable performance model-445

ing sequences (Chung et al., 2014) and showed equal or better performance during our ini-446

tial testing. The GRU layer is followed by a dense layer of 16 neurons. We use a recurrent447
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dropout (rate of 0.3), intermediate dropout layers (at rates of 0.3) and L2 regularization of448

the Dense layer (factor of 0.001) to minimize overfitting. The final output layer again uses449

the sigmoid activation function.450

The models were compiled with a binary cross-entropy loss and Adam optimizer,451

while maximizing the ROC and PR metrics (discussed above). A learning rate of 0.0005452

and a batch size of 10080 (representing 1 week of data) were utilized. The slower than453

default learning rate and large batch size were selected through an iterative testing regime454

and are likely a result of the class imbalance in the dataset. The validation loss was mon-455

itored, and an early stopping procedure used to break the training when it increased for456

two epochs. The early stopping procedure was chosen as suitable by observation of the457

validation loss over a large number of epochs. With the combination of parameters above,458

the models train for around 30 - 60 epochs, achieving a smooth loss curve and reaching a459

plateau in model loss.460

We note here that we have used the same model architectures to evaluate the models461

when using different input lengths, forecast horizons and thresholds, despite these changing462

the quantity of input data and the fraction of positives in the training data. Ideally the463

model architecture would be individually tuned to each setup, however this would make464

comparisons between the results difficult and very time intensive. We did however opti-465

mize the models using results from a series of different thresholds, windows and horizons466

to ensure we maximize performance while avoiding overfitting. We also note that each467

combination of threshold, input and horizon is represented by an independently trained468

model, an alternative approach would be to use a single model to evaluate the probability469

of multiple different thresholds being exceeded.470

Though there are not firm rules to determine the architecture of a neural network,471

there are best practice guidelines (e.g. Heaton, 2008; Ranjan, 2020). First, we consider472

that the number of free parameters in the model should not exceed the number of samples473

used for training, if possible. Our three models have approximately 8000, 18000 and 4500474

trainable parameters respectively at the smallest input size (30 minutes). The number of475

trainable parameters in the Dense and CNN models increases with larger input windows,476

to approximately 31000 and 64000 parameters at an input of two hours, respectively. In477

comparison, for the shortest horizon and largest threshold considered we have 3710 exam-478

ples of the positive class in our training set, representing the smallest number of positive479

samples. At the largest time window this increases to 34113 positive samples. Though not480

quantitative this comparison shows how the complexity of the models could be increased if481

only dealing with the larger forecast horizons due to the availability of the data. Second,482

it is generally accepted that the number of nodes in a hidden layer should be intermedi-483

ate between the layers on either side, creating a tapered network. We have followed this484

convention.485

3 Results486

Figure 1 shows the metrics achieved by the models using 30 minutes of the time487

history of the solar wind and a forecast horizon of 30 minutes as the threshold of ground488

magnetic field variability is adjusted. These results are obtained by applying the models489

to the unseen Test data set (obtained during the years 2015 and 2016). All three models490

reach ROC scores of 0.9 - 0.97 for the thresholds tested. The models report PR scores of491

between 0.4 and 0.5. As noted above, this likely reflects the imbalanced data set where492

the ROC score is inflated by considering the correct majority class where “nothing” oc-493

curs. The BSSs of the models are around 0.2 − 0.3, indicating good reliability compared to494

climatology.495

While the metrics are relatively constant with increasing threshold, it is interesting496

to note that the size of the uncertainty increases, moving left to right in the panels in497

Figure 1. This likely reflects the relatively small fraction of data for which a higher thresh-498

old of R is exceeded. When the bootstrapping process is used to estimate uncertainty,499

the subsets selected will have fractionally less in common if the positive class is fewer in500

number.501

For the majority of thresholds tested (and metrics evaluated) the three models502
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Figure 1. The ROC (a), PR (b) and BSS (c) metrics achieved by the models on the Test data

set (2015 - 2016) as a function of threshold for the LER magnetometer station using 30 minutes

of solar wind history and a horizon of 30 minutes. The uncertainty in the values are calculated

using a bootstrap method and represent the 95% confidence intervals from 100 iterations.

Figure 2. The performance of the models for a two day interval during the March 2015 storm.

The data obtained in the solar wind from the OMNI data set: the solar wind velocity (a), the

magnetic field magnitude and BZ,GSM component (b) and the density (c). The rate of change of

the magnetic field observed at LER in blue, defined as in Equation 2, with the Target forecast

defined by a threshold of 42 nTmin−1 and a forecast horizon of 30 minutes in red (d). The hori-

zontal dashed line indicates the 42 nTmin−1 threshold. The forecast probabilities returned by the

Dense, CNN and GRU models (e).

perform excellently, and to a similar level. An exception to this is the ROC score for a503

42 nTmin−1 threshold, where the Dense model outperforms the more complex CNN and504

GRU models. If we compare the PR scores for these models we find that the scores are505

more similar, and mostly within uncertainties. This suggests that the Dense model is get-506

ting credit in its ROC score for correctly predicting when the 42 nTmin−1 threshold is not507

exceeded. This inference highlights the utility of evaluating both the ROC and PR scores,508

with their focus on general classifications and on the positive class, respectively.509

3.1 Example Output: Storm 17th March 2015510

Figure 2 shows the results of testing the models on two days around a severe magne-511

tospheric storm in March 2015. The space weather impacts of this storm, sometimes called512

the St Patricks Day storm, have been analyzed in terms of the ionospheric response (e.g.513

Astafyeva et al., 2015), as well as the geomagnetic, geoelectric fields and GICs (e.g. Carter514

et al., 2016; Blake et al., 2016; Kozyreva et al., 2018; Marshalko et al., 2020). Additionally515

this storm has been selected as it was featured in the Welling et al. (2018) set of storms,516

and can be found within our unseen test dataset: the models have not been trained on517

this data. We initially use a threshold of R = 42 nTmin−1 and a forecast horizon of 30518

minutes. Figures 2a - c show the solar wind data from OMNI, Figure 2d shows R mea-519

sured at the LER ground station, with the perfect model forecast (Target) in red. The520

Target in Figure 2d would change with the use of a different threshold of R or forecast521

horizon. The forecast probabilities from the three models are shown in Figure 2e.522

We can make several links between the upstream solar wind data and the R mea-523

sured on the ground, and consequently with the required ‘Target’ during this storm. First,524

we see a shock in the solar wind at around 04:30 UT on the 17th March, clearly shown in525

the solar wind velocity, IMF and solar wind density (Figures 2a - c). During the Sudden526

Commencement on the ground, R increases suddenly above the threshold indicated with527

the horizontal dashed line. As discussed in Section 2.2, this breaking of the threshold is528

reflected in the ‘Target’, shown in red, where a 30 minute window prior is flagged as ‘1’.529

This represents the forecast horizon with which we would wish the models to indicate the530

increased likelihood of the threshold being broken. The CNN and GRU models do show531

very small increases in probability around this interval, but they are less than 5%. The532

increases in probability are also delayed from the SC, the use of the propagated OMNI533

data is unsuitable for forecasting such rapidly driven phenomena such as SCs: they do not534

see the shock far enough in advance to create a useful forecast.535

A few hours later in the interval, there is an increase in the forecast probabilities536

from the Dense and GRU models just after 06:00 UT. This appears to be associated with537

a strong southward turn of the IMF (Figure 2b), but does not correspond to an increase in538

R (Figure 2), and so would represent a false alarm.539
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Figure 3. The performance of the models for a two day interval during the March 2015 storm

for the LER station. The data obtained in the solar wind from the OMNI data set: the solar

wind velocity (a), and the magnetic field magnitude and BGSM
Z component (b). The rate of

change of the magnetic field observed at LER in blue, defined as in Equation 2 (c). The horizon-

tal dashed lines indicate the four thresholds chosen for this study: 18, 42, 66 and 90 nTmin−1 in

green, orange, red and purple respectively. The forecasts produced by the Dense, CNN and GRU

models (d - f). The horizontal bars indicate the perfect forecast for the 30 minute horizon, the

color indicating the largest of the thresholds of R that is exceeded.

Next, just after 14:00 UT we see another southward turn of BZ,GSM , this is accom-540

panied by elevated levels of R at LER. These breach the 42 nTmin−1 threshold, and we541

see that all three models show correspondingly elevated probabilities. The Dense model542

predicts the highest probability, followed by the GRU model, with the CNN model being543

the most conservative. Overall, observations of large R persist for at least six hours and544

for the first few hours this is reflected in the models’ forecasts. However, starting at 15:30545

UT and lasting for around 2 hours there is a data gap. During this interval, and for 30546

minutes after (until the model input window is once more fully populated by data) the547

models cannot make a prediction. For this storm the data gap coincides with the largest R548

observed at LER. A second period of R often exceeding 42 nTmin−1 is observed between549

roughly 19:30 and midnight UT. All three models forecast elevated probabilities in this550

interval.551

Overall, during the bulk of the storm the models perform excellently, with elevated552

probabilities being shown during those periods before and during intervals at which the553

levels of R exceed the threshold. One interval where this is not the case is around the554

SC at the start. Here, either the models do not perform as would be hoped, or the use of555

propagated solar wind data inhibits the ability to produce a forecast. Additionally, input556

data gaps clearly negatively impact the forecasting ability of the models. Note that from557

a single epoch we cannot assess the accuracy of the forecast probability, i.e. its reliability,558

these will be evaluated over the entire intervals.559

3.2 Multiple Thresholds560

Next, we compare and contrast the results of running the models with different561

thresholds of R. We will look at the results of the models during two example storms in562

2015.563

3.2.1 Storm 17th March 2015564

Figure 3 shows the results for the same storm as in Figure 2, which occurred in565

March 2015. Figures 3a and b detail the solar wind velocity and magnetic field observa-566

tions, while Figure 3c shows R measured at the LER station. Figures 3d - f then show567

the outputs from the Dense, CNN and GRU models respectively. For context, the orange568

traces in Figures 3d - f shows the model results for the combination of parameters detailed569

in Figure 2e. The horizontal bars at the top of Figures 3d - f represent the target forecast,570

with the color indicating the largest threshold of R that is exceeded within the forecast571

horizon (here 30 minutes). In effect, the target forecast would see an increase in the prob-572

abilities of the model of the corresponding color and those of lower thresholds, but not for573

the models with higher thresholds. For example, if the bar is orange then the 42 nTmin−1
574

threshold is broken within 30 minutes, and an ideal model would see increased proba-575

bilities of the green and orange models (18 and 42 nTmin−1), but not the red or purple576

models (66 or 90 nTmin−1).577

Analyzing the storm chronologically, we again see an SC in Figure 3c at 04:30 UT.578

This reaches above 42 nTmin−1, but not 66 nTmin−1, and so the target forecast in this579
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Figure 4. The performance of the models for a four day interval during the June 2015 storm.

The format is the same as in Figure 3.

interval is represented by an orange bar in Figures 3d - f. So we would hope to see the 18580

and 42 nTmin−1 threshold models (green and orange) forecast increased probabilities in581

that time. However, as discussed above with regards to the 42 nTmin−1 model in Figure582

2, this is not seen. In the following hours the upper envelope of R does increase to nearly583

the 18 nTmin−1 level, and this can be reflected in all three models’ forecasts (Figure 3d -584

f) where the green models are forecasting elevated probabilities.585

Just after 06:00 UT there is a southward field deflection, and all three 18 nTmin−1
586

models increase their probabilities. However this threshold is not broken for another few587

hours, though we note that R is elevated, and nearly at this level. The Dense and GRU588

models also begin to predict much higher levels of R to be broken, with significant proba-589

bilities returned for the models up to the 66 nTmin−1 (red) level. The CNN model on the590

other hand, does not increase for any of the three higher thresholds, which turns out to591

more accurately reflect the target.592

For the remainder of the storm all three models report elevated probabilities that593

reflect the “positive” target forecasts indicated with the horizontal bars, which, given the594

strongly negative IMF BZ , likely represent increased R due to magnetospheric substorms595

or convection. However, we note that all three models show less variability in their fore-596

cast probabilities than we see in the the horizontal target forecast bar, which often change597

between levels rapidly (e.g. from orange to purple within 10s of minutes). This likely in-598

dicates that the models are not able to predict the timing of such large R precisely, but599

recognize that the magnetosphere is experiencing a highly dynamic interval.600

3.2.2 Storm 21st June 2015601

A storm during June 2015 provides a second example as to how the models perform602

during an active interval. This storm has previously been studied in detail from the per-603

spective of multiple spacecraft and datasets by Reiff et al. (2016), while its impact on a604

mid-latitude high speed rail network has also been documented (Liu et al., 2016). In the605

interval around this storm there were a series of three step-like increases in solar wind606

velocity. The first, at around 18:00 UT on the 21st June did not result in the 18 nTmin−1
607

threshold at LER being exceeded, however there is a small signature in R. There are very608

small increases in the corresponding Dense and GRU models, but these are less than a few609

percent. The second increase in solar wind velocity at around 06:00 UT on the 22nd June610

does cause an R above the 18 nTmin−1 threshold, but neither the CNN or GRU models611

forecast increased probabilities. The Dense model on the other hand does forecast an in-612

creased probability, however this was slightly delayed likely due to the propagated solar613

wind data.614

Later in the interval, at around 15:00 UT on the 22nd June there is a period of615

moderate southward IMF during which all three models forecast an increased likelihood616

of 18 nTmin−1 or greater R, of the order 10 − 20% chances. This does not occur, though617

R does appear elevated at this time, but more of the order of ∼ 10 nTmin−1, and so this618

would count as a false alarm. The third and largest step like increase in solar wind veloc-619

ity, at approximately 18:00 UT on the 22nd June, is accompanied by strong southward620

IMF and all three models forecast high probabilities of R in excess of 90 nTmin−1. This621

excellently reflects the observations at LER, highlighting the utility of these models. The622

models also capture a second interval of extremely large R just after midnight on the623

22nd June. This second interval of extreme R is not associated with a shock or increase in624

solar wind velocity, but instead related to a period of strong southward IMF, suggesting625

the models are not solely reliant upon changes in velocity but can skillfully use the IMF626

information.627
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Figure 5. The ROC (a, d), PR (b, e) and BSS (c, f) metrics achieved by the models on two

example storms in 2015 as a function of threshold for the LER magnetometer station using 30

minutes of solar wind history and a horizon of 30 minutes. The time period evaluated is extended

for five days before and after the storm periods in Figures 3 and 4. The results for the 17th

March 2015 storm are shown in panels a - c, while the results for the 21st June 2015 storm are

shown in panels d - f. The uncertainty in the values are calculated using a bootstrap method and

represent the 95% confidence intervals from 100 iterations‥

3.2.3 Storm Metrics628

The qualitative analysis above is useful to assess areas where the models work well,629

for example periods of activity associated southward IMF, while also flagging phenom-630

ena that may not be suitably captured by the current models and data input (SCs for631

example). However, we can also use the metrics set out above to quantitatively compare632

and contrast the different models, as shown in Figure 1 for the full two year test data set.633

Figure 5 focuses on the results for the March 2015 (Figure 5 a-c) and June 2015 (Figure 5634

d-f) storm periods in a similar format to Figure 1.635

For both storms the models achieve ROC scores above 0.9, indicating excellent skill636

at discriminating intervals where R will be elevated from those times when it will not.637

These scores are also comparable to those obtained from the full (two year) test data set638

(Figure 1).639

When considering the PR scores, for the March 2015 storm (Figure 5b) the scores640

decrease with threshold from a very high score of 0.8, showing that the models are less641

successful at forecasting the very large R during the interval. This may be explained642

because of two main factors, first there is a large data gap around the interval with the643

largest R, when the models might hope to perform best. Second, there are several occa-644

sions where the 90 nTmin−1 threshold is only just broken, these instances may be harder645

to distinguish than times when the threshold is broken by a large margin. For the storm646

in June 2015 we see higher PR scores of between 0.7 and 0.8 for all thresholds. In con-647

trast, during the June storm there were no data gaps, and in the intervals in which the648

90 nTmin−1 threshold was exceeded R was significantly greater than the threshold. We649

note that these scores are greater than that achieved for the test data set as a whole, indi-650

cating that the models perform better when there is a greater period of solar wind driving,651

and there are no data gaps. From the other perspective, it may indicate that during more652

sporadic intervals of solar wind driving, which would be represented in the larger test data653

set, the performance of the models is not as good.654

Finally, in terms of BSSs (Figures 5 c, f) we see scores of between 0.4 and 0.6 for the655

June 2015 storm, indicating the excellent reliability of the forecasts, above that found for656

the full test dataset. Meanwhile, for the March 2015 storm we again see a decrease in the657

reliability of the predictions with threshold, likely for similar reasons to the decrease in PR658

score discussed above.659

For the majority of thresholds and metrics the three models achieve similar perfor-660

mance, with a few notable exceptions. During the March 2015 storm the Dense model661

outperforms the other two at the largest thresholds (66 and 99 nTmin−1). This likely re-662

flects the fact that the CNN and GRU models do not well forecast the first interval during663

which the 90 nTmin−1 threshold is exceeded at around 15:00 UT, just before the data gap664

(Figure 3). Evaluating the metrics over a single storm interval increases the importance665

of each ‘true positive’ or ‘false positive’ interval. Overall, the similarity of the scores indi-666

cates that all three methods of encoding the solar wind history allow skillful models to be667

created.668
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Figure 6. The PR Score achieved by the models as a function of threshold assessed for com-

binations of input window lengths and forecast horizons. The models have been assessed using

the two year test data set (2015 - 2016). Columns are shown for input windows of 30 (a, d, g),

60 (b, e, h) and 120 minutes (c, f, i). Rows are shown for forecast horizons of 30 (a, b, c), 180 (d,

e, f) and 720 minutes (g, h, i). The uncertainty in the PR Scores is calculated using a bootstrap

method.

3.3 Length of Input and Forecast Horizons669

We now examine how adjusting the length of the input window and increasing the670

forecast horizon change the skill and reliability of the models. Figure 6 shows the PR671

scores obtained by the models over the two year test data set as the forecast input and672

horizon are adjusted. The PR score is presented as we wish to focus on the skill of the673

models in identifying the positive class (when the thresholds are exceeded), as discussed674

above. Figure 6a represents the original PR metrics presented in Figure 1b. We use this675

as a benchmark, and note that the models achieve PR scores between 0.4 and 0.5 in this676

setup.677

As we increase the quantity of input data to the models, moving from left to right678

(e.g. Figure 6a to Figure 6c) we might expect to see increasing scores as we are providing679

the models with more contextual information from which to make their forecast. However,680

while we see some moderate gains at low thresholds (of the order of 0.05 increases) we681

mostly see decreases in the scores at higher thresholds. There are competing considera-682

tions here, the model architectures (in terms of hidden layers) are the same between the683

different input windows, and it is likely that different or more complex models are required684

to utilize the additional input data effectively. We note that the number of trainable pa-685

rameters does increase for the Dense and CNN models, in order to deal with the larger686

input volume (Section 2.6). However, it is likely that the Dense and CNN models are lim-687

ited by the number of positive examples in the training data, where the larger number of688

trainable parameters are unsupportable with the available training data, particularly at689

high thresholds. Meanwhile, the number of trainable parameters does not change for the690

GRU model, perhaps emphasizing the limitations of the fixed architecture.”691

Increasing the forecast horizon, moving top to bottom (e.g. Figure 6a to Figure692

6g) we see a general increase in the skills of the models when the horizon is increased to693

180 minutes. There are several factors that could account for this. First, the models may694

be able to identify the consequences of coupling behaviour for which the magnetospheric695

processing time (time delay between solar wind and subsequent ground impact) is greater696

than 30 minutes. Second, the increased forecast horizon allows the models to be less pre-697

cise in their timing of when the threshold of R will be broken. Additionally, increasing the698

forecast horizon length will also lessen the class imbalance present in the data set, provid-699

ing more “positive” examples. However, on the other hand increasing the forecast horizon700

also requires that the models can identify intervals when the thresholds of R will be bro-701

ken further in advance. This is clearly not possible for some magnetospheric phenomena702

that cause large R, SCs for example. This consideration is likely why at the very large703

forecast horizon (720 minutes) we see strong decreases in the performance of the models.704

This is simply asking the models to forecast the higher thresholds too far in advance. We705

do note that the dropoff in performance is substantially less at the lowest threshold of R,706

indicating that the lower levels of activity that we are forecasting in this work are more707

common and predictable at a longer lead time.708

Whilst the models provide comparable performance over most of the combinations709

of thresholds, inputs and horizons tested in Figure 6, there are several cases where the710

recurrent GRU model notably under-performs the other types of model, particularly at711

high thresholds. These cases would correspond to those with the most severe class imbal-712

ances (fewest positive cases where the threshold is exceeded) and therefore less training713

examples. Nonetheless, all three models generally provide skillful forecasts.714

Now we assess how the BSSs achieved by the models change as the input data715
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Figure 7. The BSS achieved by the models as a function of threshold assessed for combina-

tions of input window lengths and forecast horizons. The format is as in Figure 6

window and forecast horizon are adjusted. Figure 7 shows the BSS metrics, in the same716

format as Figure 6. We find that in the benchmark case (Figure 7a, first shown in Figure717

1c) the BSSs returned by the models are between 0.2 and 0.3, indicating good reliability.718

As we increase the input data from 30 minutes to 60 and then 120 minutes, moving719

from Figure 7a to c we find that the models increase in reliability at the lowest thresholds,720

but decrease at the largest. This is a similar result to that found above when considering721

the model skill. It is again likely that the fixed model architectures are not able to fully722

utilize the increasing quantity and complexity of the data input.723

The reliability of the models as we increase the forecast horizons are also similar to724

those found when assessing the skill of the models. Increasing the horizon to 180 minutes725

provides moderate increases in performance (∆BSS ∼ 0.05 − 0.1), but increasing it further726

to 720 minutes provides a similar magnitude of performance decrease.727

As with the skill based performance evaluation above, the three models all achieve728

similar reliability in their forecasts for almost all of the combinations tested in Figure 7,729

with a few exceptions where one model provides inferior reliability. The under-performing730

model in these few cases is often either the GRU or the Dense model.731

4 Discussion732

We will now discuss the ability of the models to provide skillful and reliable fore-733

casts, and evaluate their potential use in forecasting ground-based space weather impacts.734

4.1 Thresholds of Ground Variability735

In this work we trained three models to forecast when fixed thresholds of ground736

magnetic field variability would be exceeded (e.g. Camporeale et al., 2020). This approach737

is in contrast to a more direct forecast of the ground magnetic field variability (c.f. Keesee738

et al., 2020), providing a simpler problem framework for a machine learning model to739

solve. We showed excellent correspondence between the target and model forecasts in740

the examples in Figures 3 and 4. In particular, we have shown that during two exam-741

ple storms in March and June 2015 the models for each threshold skillfully and reliably742

represent the observed ground magnetic field variability (e.g. Figures 3 and 4).743

Our results further validate this approach, and suggest that it is a promising method744

to continue to explore in the future. However, a consideration that we note from this work745

is the different and increasing class imbalance present when using higher thresholds. These746

higher thresholds are exceeded less often, and so fewer “positive” examples are present747

during the training of the models. This can limit the complexity of the model architec-748

tures that can be employed and ultimately impact the performance. In future, distinct749

and tailored architectures would make the most of the available training data at each750

threshold.751

4.2 Input Window752

It might be expected that providing the models with additional input data, for ex-753

ample increasing the window from 30 minutes to an hour, would have increased the skill754

and reliability of the models. It was thought that the additional information would pro-755

vide the models with important context, given the variety of physical mechanisms that756

can cause elevated rates of change of the magnetic field on the ground. For example, this757
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would allow the models to “know” that there was an historical southward turning of the758

IMF for a longer interval. However, we find little evidence that providing the extra data to759

the models increases their performance significantly. This is likely a result of the limited760

“positive” input data which we use to train the models, which also means less complex761

model architectures can be trained. As such, when forecasting rare events, associated762

with small positive sample sizes, there is a limit on the machine learning architectures763

that can be supported without overfitting, and this has an effect of limiting the historical764

information that can be effectively processed and usefully incorporated.765

4.3 Horizon Lengths766

When providing a warning interval for space weather, it is desirable to provide as767

great a warning period as possible. We have assessed the ability of the models to provide768

forecasts at three different desired horizons: 30 minutes, 180 minutes and 720 minutes.769

From the perspective of the major space weather phenomena responsible for elevated770

variability of the ground magnetic field we have selected these horizons to approximately771

correspond to the substorm expansion phase, substorm length and the duration of the772

main phase of a geomagnetic storm respectively. We note that in this work we have em-773

ployed OMNI data, which is propagated to the bow shock, severely limiting the forecast774

that can be provided for some phenomena, SCs for example. Nonetheless, it was consid-775

ered that longer forecasts horizons may be possible when considering large scale coupling776

of the solar wind and magnetosphere. There is also a balance when considering the per-777

formance of a given model. If a short horizon is used then the models are, in effect, being778

asked to narrowly and precisely identify when phenomena of interest are going to occur,779

which is challenging for some phenomena (e.g. substorms) (c.f. Maimaiti et al., 2019). On780

the other hand if a long horizon is requested by stakeholders, then the models are asked781

to make predictions far into the future and gauge the impact of impinging solar wind that782

has not yet been observed upstream of the Earth.783

We showed that increasing the horizon from 30 minutes to 180 minutes provided784

increases in model performance, which we attribute to the models being able to forecast785

certain solar wind-magnetosphere coupling phenomena with less precision. Meanwhile,786

increasing this horizon to 720 minutes was associated with a strong decrease in all per-787

formance metrics. This suggests that either solely relying on data from upstream of the788

Earth or the limited model architectures are not capable of making as skillful forecasts at789

horizons of this length.790

If a longer horizon is required, beyond that which the upstream in-situ data can791

provide, then it may be necessary to include input from other sources. Two suggested792

sources are the L5 point (e.g. Thomas et al., 2018; Owens et al., 2019; Bailey et al., 2020),793

or observations of the solar disk (e.g. Tasistro-Hart et al., 2021; Chakraborty & Morley,794

2020). Future forecast models of the ground magnetic field variability could use these to795

extend the forecast horizon with which it is possible to obtain skillful results. The data796

from the solar disk in particular may be of use in forecasting impulsive solar wind phe-797

nomena, though a large lead time of these observations, i.e. beyond a few hours, may be798

required.799

4.4 Neural Network Variant Performance Comparison800

For the vast majority of input windows, thresholds and forecast horizons (param-801

eters) the three types of neural network model tested (Dense, CNN and GRU) perform802

similarly, i.e. within the bootstrap defined uncertainty. On the other hand, there are a few803

specific combinations of parameters where one model significantly outperforms or under-804

performs the other models. Some of these scenarios may be due to the random training805

process and initialization, however some could be due to the inherent training setup and806

model architectures. For example, the GRU models seem to under-perform at high thresh-807

olds, when the class imbalance between the number of “positive” and “negative” cases are808

most extreme. Additionally, when more input data were provided the Dense and CNN809

models required more trainable parameters to deal with the input, and perhaps became810

more limited by the class imbalance with more training required from the same data. In811
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contrast, the GRU model did not require more trainable parameters, but the already lim-812

ited architecture was not necessarily able to effectively process the additional information.813

This highlights the need to refine the network architecture for each parameter combi-814

nation, accounting for the input samples for each class. However, with the presented setup815

it appears that the Dense or CNN architectures would provide the greatest performance816

over most combinations of parameters.817

4.5 Implications for Forecasting and Future Development818

Overall, these models show reliability and skill in forecasting intervals when the rate819

of change of the ground magnetic field exceeds high thresholds. In particular the presented820

models appear to excel at forecasting large scale phenomena driven by periods of enhanced821

coupling between the solar wind and magnetosphere, but may not satisfactorily forecast822

impulsive phenomena, such as SCs.823

In order to better capture impulsive phenomena, other data sources could be ex-824

plored, for example the unpropagated data from ACE or DSCOVR (e.g. Wintoft et al.,825

2015). While this would provide a variable time delay from the solar wind data to the826

magnetopause, it would give the models the opportunity to forecast the future impact of827

phenomena such as solar wind shocks, and resulting SCs. Further, if such a system were828

intended to work in near-real time then it would be desirable to use the data that would829

be available on such timescales, instead of the fully calibrated science level data.830

Figure 3 showed an example of the models output when applied to a geomagnetic831

storm in March 2015. During this storm the data from L1 was interrupted with several832

data gaps. The timing of these data gaps prevented the models from forecasting during833

the interval when the maximum R was observed in the storm, potentially due to satura-834

tion of the instrument during extreme solar wind conditions (e.g. Nicolaou et al., 2020).835

On a quantitative level, this was inferred to reduce the performance of the models on the836

derived metrics (e.g. Figure 5). However, more qualitatively it is distinctly undesirable for837

space weather forecasting models to be susceptible to such data drop outs. Future work838

should investigate other methods of providing a forecast during these intervals. For exam-839

ple, a model could be created for the specific circumstances when the data are unavailable,840

which may occur predominantly during extreme solar wind. Alternatively, if the data are841

missing then the last recorded data point could be repeated. In the case of the storm in842

March 2015 the last known data showed an elevated velocity (∼ 580 kms−1) and strongly843

negative BZ , indicating that strong magnetospheric coupling is likely. With this method844

at least some forecasting capacity would remain. Finally, the models used for this study845

require continuous input data, with no gaps. If a large input window (e.g. two hours) is846

used then the full period must have complete data to provide a forecast. However, models847

with shorter inputs, shown here to potentially provide at least comparable performance848

(e.g. Figures 6 and 7), would come back “online” faster and could be used in the interim849

period.850

The models used here could be easily adapted to forecast the ground magnetic field851

at other ground magnetometer stations. This would provide estimates at other latitudes852

and local times, noting the dependence of the rate of change of the field on local features853

such as geology (e.g. Ngwira et al., 2015; Dimmock et al., 2020). At different latitudes854

other magnetospheric phenomena will be more important (e.g. Rogers et al., 2020; Smith855

et al., 2021), which may impact the performance of the models with different combinations856

of input window and forecast horizons.857

5 Summary858

In this study we have created and analyzed a series of Machine Learning models to859

provide a probabilistic forecast as to whether ground magnetic perturbations (R) at the860

LER ground station in the UK will exceed a given threshold. We tested three models: a861

“Dense” feed forward neural network with two hidden layers, a Convolutional network862

(CNN) and a recurrent network (GRU). The models were trained using 12 years of data,863
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Figure A1. Distributions of R at the LER magnetometer station in the train, test and val-

idation data sets. The vertical dashed lines indicate the 18, 42, 66 and 90 nTmin−1 thresholds

employed in the study, and discussed in Section 2.2.

with 6 years used to validate the training, and two years of unseen data was used to evalu-864

ate the model performance. Additionally, the models were evaluated over a range of input865

data interval lengths, thresholds of magnetic field variability and forecast horizons. We866

summarize our key results below:867

1. With 30 minutes of input data, and forecasting 30 minutes into the future, the868

models are reliable and skillful with Brier Skill Scores of ∼ 0.25, ROC scores of869

∼0.95 and PR scores of ∼0.45.870

2. Limiting the evaluation to two example magnetospheric storms during 2015, we find871

that the models’ performance was increased in these intervals. All three metrics872

increased, though the PR and Brier Skill scores increased most considerably. This873

perhaps indicates the models perform best during extended periods of strong cou-874

pling to the solar wind (i.e. storms), and less well during more sporadic activity875

that would be found throughout the test data set.876

3. We note that during short, sharp increases in solar wind density and velocity, i.e.877

solar wind shocks, the corresponding ground responses (SCs), are not well forecast.878

This can be attributed to the use of propagated solar wind data (i.e. OMNI) not879

providing sufficient lead time.880

4. Increasing the data provided to the models to 60 or 120 minutes of history from881

the solar wind resulted in only slight increases, or most often decreases in perfor-882

mance. This was inferred to be a result of the fixed model architectures and limited883

training data.884

5. Increasing the forecast horizon from 30 to 180 minutes did increase the performance885

of the models moderately, we infer that though this requires the models to predict886

further into the future it allows the models to be less precise in forecasting when a887

magnetospheric phenomenon may occur.888

6. Over most combinations of threshold, horizons and input window the three models889

perform similarly, to within the bootstrapped uncertainties in the metrics. However,890

the GRU model is noted to occasionally under perform in the cases where there891

are fewest “positive” examples with which to train the models. Models specifically892

tailored to each combination of input window, threshold and forecast horizon would893

be able to ameliorate this effect, however in the current setup the Dense and CNN894

models are found to perform best over most combinations.895

Overall we have shown that machine learning models can make skillful and reliable896

predictions of when the ground magnetic perturbations at the LER station will exceed897

several thresholds. Future work can further develop these models to better represent im-898

pulsive phenomena, deal with missing data and perform optimally for the desired forecast899

horizon and threshold of variability.900

Appendix A Cross Validation: Distributions Of R901
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